Why **URETEK**?

URETEK’s foundation raising service is a quick, clean, long-lasting solution for sinking concrete foundations. Injected through 5/8” holes, expanding polyurethane grout gently raises the foundation, restoring both the foundation and its supporting soil. Most home foundations can be restored in one day, without removal of furnishings, appliances, or flooring.

- Little to no disruption
- Clean and quiet procedure
- Completion time: typically one day
- Professional technicians
- Eco-friendly material

**Foundation and Soil Concerns**

Have you noticed these problems in your home?

- Sunken floors and driveways
- Sticking doors and windows
- Cracks in walls
- Confinement shifting foundation
- Pool deck vibrations hazards

**SYMPTOMS**

Choose **URETEK**. QUICK, CLEAN, ECONOMICAL SOLUTIONS to lift, realign, and stabilize sinking foundations and weak base soil.

**800.240.7888**

www.uretekfic.com

Safe around people, pets, and plants.
Located. Additionally, this non-intrusive application avoids landscaping loss and extensive repairs after the work is complete.

URETEK Method
Concrete Raising and Stabilization

URETEK’s foundation raising service is a quick, clean, long-lasting solution for sinking concrete foundations. Expanding polyurethane grout is injected through 5/8” holes, gently raising the foundation, restoring both the foundation and its supporting soil. Most home foundations can be restored in one day, avoiding removal of furnishings, appliances, or flooring.

URETEK Deep Injection
Soil Stabilization at Depth

URETEK’s patented Deep Injection service is ideal for densifying and re-compacting weak soil at various depths under a structure. After URETEK identifies weak soil zones beneath the home, expanding polyurethane grout is injected from the exterior of the structure to depths where weak soil zones are located. Additionally, this non-intrusive application avoids landscaping loss and extensive repairs after the work is complete.

URETEK Method is neat and tidy, with virtually no mess. Work is controlled from a fully equipped, self-contained mobile unit parked outside your residence.

Check with your insurance and ask about using URETEK as a solution to remediate sinkholes and soil problems that occur at depths further below the base soil strata.

"Great guys, good job. Very satisfied."

"Crew did an excellent job. Clean and neat. Explained everything."